Towards Optical Coherence Tomography-based elastographic evaluation of human cartilage.
Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an imaging technique that allows the surface and subsurface evaluation of semitransparent tissues by generating microscopic cross-sectional images in real time, to millimetre depths and at micrometre resolutions. As the differentiation of cartilage degeneration remains diagnostically challenging to standard imaging modalities, an OCT- and MRI-compatible indentation device for the assessment of cartilage functional properties was developed and validated in the present study. After describing the system design and performing its comprehensive validation, macroscopically intact human cartilage samples (n=5) were indented under control of displacement (δ1=202µm; δ2=405µm; δ3=607µm; δ4=810µm) and simultaneous OCT imaging through a transparent indenter piston in direct contact with the sample; thus, 3-D OCT datasets from surface and subsurface areas were obtained. OCT-based evaluation of loading-induced changes included qualitative assessment of image morphology and signal characteristics. For inter-method cross referencing, the device׳s compatibility with MRI as well as qualitative morphology changes under analogous indentation loading conditions were evaluated by a series of T2 weighted gradient echo sequences. Cartilage thickness measurements were performed using the needle-probe technique prior to OCT and MRI imaging, and subsequently referenced to sample thickness as determined by MRI and histology. Dynamic indentation testing was performed to determine Young׳s modulus for biomechanical reference purposes. Distinct differences in sample thickness as well as corresponding strains were found; however, no significant differences in cartilage thickness were found between the used techniques. Qualitative assessment of OCT and MRI images revealed either distinct or absent sample-specific patterns of morphological changes in relation to indentation loading. For OCT, the tissue area underneath the indenter piston could be qualitatively assessed and displayed in multiple reconstructions, while for MRI, T2 signal characteristics indicated the presence of water and related tissue pressurisation within the sample. In conclusion, the present indentation device has been developed, constructed and validated for qualitative assessment of human cartilage and its response to loading by OCT and MRI. Thereby, it may provide the basis for future quantitative approaches that measure loading-induced deformations within the tissue to generate maps of local tissue properties as well as investigate their relation to degeneration.